The transfer of organic reactions from batch to flow has al ong history,a lthough only recently has this field of chemistry received increased attention.A dvantages of rapidly mixing compounds andr eagents, the generation of short-lived intermediates as well as the safe synthesis with hazardous or malodourous molecules, synthesis at high pressures or temperatures has led to ap lethora of methods, whicha re now readily accessible to the synthetic chemist. Currently,w ea re exploring electrochemicalf low reactions, new mixingr egimes for efficient synthesis, and approaches towards biologicallya ctive target molecules. Future perspectiveso ff low chemistry include harnessing unstable otherwise inaccessible intermediates as well as fast inline analysis in conjunction with automated optimization.
What are the critical issues and what are the future perspectives that need to be addressed for the field to progress?
Hypervalent iodine compounds are popular reagents, being very efficient oxidants that tolerateawider ange of functional groups.I na ddition to oxidations, the electrophilicp roperties of these reagents can be used for novel functionalizations. We develop novel hypervalenti odiner eagents,i ncludingn ew approaches to their synthesis and investigate the applications of these reagents in catalytic environments. Understanding stereochemical reaction mechanisms combined with catalysis are future areasofd evelopment within our group.
What is, in your personal opinion, most critical to teach students in universityc hemistry courses?
Besides all the informationa nd concepts,w hich are important and crucial to succeed as ac hemist, it seems to be ag reat challenge to teach the students not to lose motivation. 
